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Margaret Beech: Ancestral Voices. Even though I thought I knew nothing about petroglyphs I now realized that I had been ironing a t-shirt of my
husband’s for over five years with examples of Fijian petroglyphs as part
of the design, and used those as the inspiration for this book. The lettering
was done with a wooden kitchen skewer and FW black acrylic ink, as were
the symbols. The paper is Fabriano with generous applications of oil paint,
acrylic paint, cooking oil and white spirit. The structure is a simple double
accordion fold secured with raffia knots. The book proved enormously
rewarding as it came together. Because I was using a simple wooden stick
to create the drawings it brought me closer to the ancestors who had left the
symbols many centuries ago.
Dolores Guffey: Canyon de Chelly is a
variation on Hedi Kyle’s “Pivoting Panel”
structure which incorporates smaller pivot
pages with only text. Photographs were taken
of petroglphys and pictographs while visiting
Canyon de Chelly. Mi-teintes paper for structure with card stock used for text; Samurai
font; cover lettering was done with a wood
burning tool.
Linda Hirsch: Batik Petroglyphs was created using a batiking process on paper. The figures
were drawn with wax and then three colors of paint were applied with crumpled plastic wrap.
When the paint dried, an iron was used to heat the paper and, as the wax melted, the paint covering the wax was transferred to paper towels leaving the figures behind. Hemp cord and beads
were added along the spine. The paper is Strathmore and the paint colors are Folkart acrylic
paints in metallic antique copper, copper, and pure gold. The figures were found from pictures
of petroglyphs.

Bonnie Julien: Petroglyphs? is my interpretation (with artistic license) of this month’s
theme. Stonehenge cover paper was painted with acrylic paints, PVA, & sprinkled with
sand for a rustic effect. HP matte premium presentation paper, scrap decorative papers,
beads, brads, bone buttons, and hemp thread round out the materials. My photographs
were manipulated in Photoshop and the layout and design was completed in Adobe
PageMaker. The book is bound with a long stitch binding.
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Michele Kamprath: Rock Art. Book structure is the “Dowel
Spine Portfolio” from Making Books by Hand by Peter and
Donna Thomas. Mi-teintes paper and handmade brown yucca
leaf paper were used in this creation. Handmade stamps were
used to illustrate the rock art.

Peggy Marrs: Petroglyph Tunnel. Five pages deep, each page was watercolored in
southwest reds and sienna; petroglyphs painted in or penciled in with white colored
pencil, then washed with watercolor. Tag board was used for the pages, sides made
from Dual Surface Project Paper which were also washed with watercolor. Calligraphy based on the font called “Cracked.” Google was my source for the images from
Utah, Arizona and New Mexico petrogylph sites. Photo by Peggy Marrs

Kate Riordan: Petroglyphs. Text information from Wikipedia and images from Google searches. I had fun pulling tools (the hole puncher) and
materials out of drawers and cupboards and putting them to good use. I
am a singer, so Kokopelli HAD to be on the cover. Three colors of ribbon
were braided through the spine making a crisscross pattern.

Alex Stillman: This flag book was made using the stamp techniques learned
at one of the Guild meetings. The flags reminded me of petroglyphs so I
added petroglyph symbols from around the world which were found on the
internet, to this colorful book which is tied with a ribbon.
Catherine von Schwind: Petroglyphs.
Gate-fold structure with scanned images
affixed to card stock; original text; bound
with a pencil and hair band.

Thanks Ellen for taking the pictures this month!

Jackie Wygant: Petgroglyph Saver. Cover and pages paper
made from recycled plastic bags and packaging, various handmade and other papers, colored pencil rubbings from original
mini glue blocks of Columbia River Petroglyphs on view at
Columbia Hills State Park in Washington.

